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Founders Day Program Staged For Wednesday
Education's 90th Anniversary On This Campus.
Eastern's 58th Year To Be Observed
Eastern will observe the
90th
anniversary of
higher
education On the Richmond
campus and the 58th year of
its founding Wednesday at the
annual Founders Day program.
The program will be held In
the Hiram Brock Auditorium
at 10 a.m. and will feature dedication ceremonies of the
Jonathan
Truman
Dorris
Museum,
presentation
of
Founders Merit Awards to
three retired members of the
'faculty, and two addresses.
The faculty and administration of the college will pariclpate in art academic procession
for the occasion, which will be i
attended by about 2,000.
, Dr. H. Edward Richardson,
associate professor of English,
Swill deliver the address commemorating Central University,
Eastern's
predecessor.
Title of his speech will be
Central University and Eaat«rii: Crossroads of Destiny."
■ Dr. Clyde L, Orr, associate
dean of instruction of graduate
studies, will also address the
convocation In dedicating the
Dorris Museum. His remarks
'are entitled, "From a Dream
to A Reality."
Eastern was founded March
21, 1906, one of two state normal schools created by act of
the State Legislature.
Its
predecessor, Central University, was founded In 1874, and
merged with Centre College in
Louisville; Bettye Moore, Barbourville; Tom Durni, Richmond; Danville In 1901.
Doug Anglin, Grayson; Barbara Spicer, Dayton, Ohio, and Joy
Portrait Unveiling
Graham, Lexington.
Following the
program, a
portrait of Lindsay . H. Qlanton, chancellor of Central University from 1880-1901, will be
unveiled in the University
Building, which was the main
building of £he university.
A luncheon will be held for
members of the board of regents and special guests at 12
o'clock in the Keen Johnson
Student Union Building.
Receiving merit awards at
the program will be Dr. J. T.
Dorris, history and governOther old members Include:
The show is being made posBea Frasier,
Sandy Under- sible not only by the hard ment professor from 1926-S3,
curator of the Dorris
bill, Trusie McClanahan, Gall work and cooperation of its and
Montford, Marda Dean Helton, members but also with the Museum, which he began in
Richard A. Edwards,
Lillie Moore, and
ILynette help of two assets of the club: 1953;
of education from
Turner.
Miss
Dorothy
Klrkpatrick, prifessor
1918-54, and Samuel Walker,
Girls which were selected physical education instructor mathematics
and
social
from the tryouts early In the and the new club sponsor; and science professor from 1926school year are: Darla Brown, Miss Gertrude Hood, assistant 56.
Janice Huffman, Kathy Cole- professor of physical education
Making
the
presentations
brook,
Leslie Shaw,
Hana and health, who Is special as- will be Dr. Clyde j. Lewis, proRichardson, Marilyn Jackson, sistant. Miss Klrkpatrick has fessor of history, Dr. J. Doradded new ideas and techniand Karen Marx.
Coates, associate dean of
ques for a much bigger show. land
Practice Hard
Miss Hood has in previous instruction for teacher educaDr. Smith Park, proDuring the first semester years held the positionof at- tion, and
of mathematics.
the girls practiced such things tending to the business and fessor
At noon Wednesday, the auas stunts, strokes, and form. management of the club.
tobiography of Dorris, a notSince then the work they have
KKS members feel that this ed Kentucky historian, will be
done has been contered arourfg show is their "best" and ex- released at the college bookthe oncoming show.
press their desire for a big Store. The first book pub■ Each year KKS selects boys turn out.
lished by the Eastern Progress
to participate in the show. This
Tickets are being sold by Press, it is entitled "An Illiniyear Tom Baechle, Jerry Slag- club members and in the Stu- Bluegrass
Schoolmaster," and
er, Barry Howse, and Bob dent Union Grille. The price
tells of his 75 years In the
Newman will take part in the of the tickets is 50 cents.
classroom.
program.

Sign Of The Times
Eastern students, took advantage of the spring-heralding sunny
weather this week to ride around in open-topped convertibles
prior to spring's official opening today. Enjoying the sun
In this photo are, clockwise, from lower left: Dave Bennett,

9

Kappa Kappa Sigma s Annual Spring Show
Starts Three Performance Series Tomorrow
By GAY DANFORD
Progress Staff Writer
Kappa Kappa Sigma, Eastern's eyncronized swim club,
will present its annual Spring
program tomorrow, Monday
and Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in
the Wteaver Health pool.
Members of this club have
been working diligently and
planning this
spring
show
since the beginning of the second
semester. They
have
choreographed numbers, planned their costumes, and made
props themselves.
Having the theme "Of all
Times" the girls will portray
main events In past, present,
and future times. Going from
the Creation to Infinity, a few
of the highlights of the program will Include "Medieval"
(Joan of Arc) by Carol Skaggs
soloist, and "Western Civilization" (Slaves and Cleopatra)
by Norman McKlnney.

Other numbers to be included are: "Adam and Eve,"
"Primitive Man,"
"Eastern
Civilization,"
"Modern
Aztecs," and "Old South." Then
coming up to the more current events: "Roaring Twenties," "World War II," "Beatnlc Age," and "Outer Space."
Each of the above numbers
will be duets or group numbers.
The
giant
"Finale"
will include all the club members.
KKS was organized at the
beginning of the school year,
with the election of hew officers and tryouts for new
members. Officers
of
the
club are: Norma McKinney,
president; Carol Skaggs, vice
president; Mary Nash Ginne,
secretary; Ann Howard, treasurer; Linda Huffman, Student
Council
representative;
and
Nan Dawson, reporter.

Dr. J. T. DORRIS

In Pioneer Invitational Tourney
By MIKE COFFEY
Progress Staff Writer
Sixteen schools representing
four different sections of the
country will converge upon
Eastern next Saturday to participate In the third annual*
Pioneer
Forensic
Debate
Tournament.
Schools participating will be
from four states; Georgia,
Texas, Pennsylvania, and Kentucky. Colleges entered will
be the University of Pittsburgh, Emory University, Texas Technological College, University of Kentucky, Western,
Georgetown, Bellarmlne, Transylvania, Asbury, Cumberland
and Eastern.
Trophies will be given in the
four rounds of cross examination debating in both the novice and varsity divisions for
first and second place teams.
Being awarded for the first
time this year, the "Boone Gavel," will go to the top speaker
in each division.
Eastern's Debate Record
The host Eastern team has
participated
In six debate
tourneys this year and -the
varsity team has captured
third place in the Berea Invitational, and team member
Jay Roberts has taken first
speaker awards at the Western Invitational and Berea
meet.
The novice team won first
place honors at the Georgetown Opener, second place In
the State Novice Debate and

'Colleges Should Be Headlights'

Set For A Big Splash
Kappa Kappa Sigma members are shown fitting costumes in preparation for a dress rehearsal of their second swim show of the year
which opens tomorrow -night in the Weaver
Health Building Pool. Pictured, front row.
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DR. OSWALD ADDRESSES EASTERN FACULTV ..._..
John Oswald, president of the University of Kentucky, told
Eaaternfaculty and staff members at a dinner meeting In
the Keen Johnson Student Union Tuesday evening that "in
our rapidly changing society, we have to do in the next ten
years what we've done in the last 100. American colleges
and universities must be the headlights instead of tailllghts
in onto to meet the needs of today's society," he said.
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RICHARD A. EDWARDS

Sixteen Debate Teams Entered

Dr. Oswald Tells Eastern Faculty. Staff,
"American colleges and universities must be the headlights
instead of tailllghts In order to
meet the needs of our changing society," Dr. John Oswald,
president of the University of
Kentucky, told Eastern faculty
an staff members at a dinner meeting in the Keen Johnson Student Union Tuesday
evening.
On his first official visit to
the Eastern cimnus. the U. K.
chief said, "With Our rapidly
changing society, we have to
do in the next ten years what
we've done in the last 106."
Dr. Oswald praised Eastern
for its success in the training
of teachers. "I knew that Eastern led. but not by such a
.margin," he said.
Eastern president Dr. Robert
R. Martin, who presided said,
"We're proud of our state unl-versity and although we are
nearby here at Eastern. I do
not feel that we are in competition with each other. We can
from left are': Janice Huffman, Bea Frasier, have'a great university and, a
Morma McKinney, Marilyn Jackson, Trusie great Eastern," he eaid.
"And we must continue to
McClanahan, Carol Skaggs, Nan Dawson, and
Ann Howard. Above: Hana Richardson, and work together to help build
Lily Moore.
(Continued On Page Six)

SAMUEL WALKER

third at the Berea Invitation-coffee In the Donovan Buildal.
ShirleyGreen has led the ing, Dr. P. M. arise, head of
first-year debaters with hon- the English department, will
orable speaking awards three welcome .debate participants In
Edwards Auditorium at 8:30
times this year.
Eastern's debate coach, and a.m.
coordinator of. the Pioneer. .. Dabate. U scheduled for {pur
Toilfhtrrient Is Mrs." Almee rounds of one hour and fifteen
Alexander, assistant professor minutes each, starting at 9
of English.
a.m. and ending at 3:15. All
Donovan Scene of Activity
(Continued On Page Six)
.Following registration and

Applications Being Accepted
For Weaver Oratorical Contest
All male undergraduate students of the college who wish
to enter the annual Weaver
Oratorical Contest must register with Mrs. Aimee Alexander, contest committee chairmen, in Roark 4A.
The deadlines for entering
these contest are April 1 for
the Weaver contest and Tuesday for the Little Oratorical
contest.
The semi-finals of the Weaver contest will be held April
15 at 4 p.m. in Roark 10.
The finals will be April 22
at the Assembly hour In Brock
Auditorium.
Mr. Charles Weaver, a longtime member of the Board of
Regents and a benefactor of
the college, felt that men
should be trained to speak excellently. He has established
a cash fund for the contest.
The winner of the contest is
awarded a cash prize and honor recognition at Commencement.
Rules for the contest are as
follows: the speech should be
original: it should be timely;
it should last eight to ten
minutes;
quoted matter is
limited to ten percent of total
word count; the use of notes
is objectionable.
The judges will consider:
appropriateness
of
subject
matter, originality, development and organization of subject matter, interpretation and
presentation of thought, and
delivery which includes effectiveness, voice, and diction.
Each finalist must submit a
copy of his manuscript to the
chairman of the contest. Mrs.
Alexander, on the day following the contest semi-finals.
The Little Oratorical Contest, sponsored by Mrs. Alexander, is being held for the
first time this year. All women' students interested in enSC ELECTIONS SOON
The deadline for nominations of Student Council
election is set for April 1.
All students wishing to be
nominated must submit petitions, signed by fifty peooV*. »A i>» se ejection cothmretee.
riead of the committee is Don Showalter;
other members are Sue
Sherman, Barbara Bunch,
Isabelle Brown, Ron Walke/
and Richard Berry.
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tering this contest are urged to
see Mrs. Alexander as soon as
possible.

ROBERT O. VIOKERS

Vickers Elected
President BSU
Robert C. Vickers, an Eastern junior, was elected president of the Kentucky Baptist
Student Union at the organization's annual spring conference which convened recently at Morehead State College.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
John L. Vickers of Hycllffe
Drive.
As president of the statewide
organization, Vickers will oversee activities of 20 BSU groups
on college and university campuses with an enrollment of
over 14,000 Baptist students,
according to Dwight K. Lyons,
director of Baptist activities at
Eastern..
Vickers, a native of Lexington, is a graduate of Model
High School and is a member
of Richmond's First Baptist
Church.
.Vickers is currently serving
as president of Eastern's Student Council. He is treasurer of
the BSU, a member of Sigma
Chi Delta service fraternity,
Pesshing Rifles and Drill Team,
and the BSU Choir.
He was presented the Mathematics Award during his freshman year, played freshman
basketball, and served as president of Kappa Iota Epsilon
sophomore men's honorary.
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St. Patrick Wins
Over Irish Snakes
Historic Day Be&an
With A Lefeend

Eastern Kentucky Needs Leaders
President Johnson's much publicited "War on Poverty" has recently brought to light the nee,ds of Easterr Kentucky. Most of us at Eastern are familiar with these needs —
more employment, improved education, better health facilities,
more
conservative resource
utilization,
and general welfare improvement.
All of these have been adequately
publicized.
Another need,' a
morel fundamental and urgent one, has, it
seems, been overlooked. This is the
need for effective*, educated, progressive leadership within the area
itself.
The question is, "Where will
this leadership comej from?"
Five
students, in a recent Progress story,
expressed an almost universal feeling
when they said they did not plan to
return to their Eastajrn
Kentucky

homes to seelc employment after
graduation. All
expressed a concern with the area's problems, but
none, considering the} fact that they
could advance more rapidly elsewhere, wished to return.
One girl, in expressing her
views, hit upon the very crux of the)
problem; she said that people who
tain educations are moving out of the
area. She recognized that the very
people who had the greatest ability
to help the area were abandoning it.
Certainly, these students cannot be condemned for not wanting
to return to an area where education
is often not respected, where opportunities, both
economic and
social, are few, and wWe hope for
the future seems dim.
Since native college graduates
are leaving the region, fbe problem
of leadership not only remains, but

enlightened leadership then must
some from the outside — from other
areas.
Here we have another case of
the federal government intervening
in local affairs, a trend which most
Americans label as "bad" but fail
to realize why it exists. The* federal government's power has extended
only into those areas where state
and local governments have failed to
meet their responsibilities. ' Since
local governments are composed of
local citizens, the responsibility falls
into the hands of these individuals.
Thus, when Eastern students do
not return to their Appalachian
homes upon graduation, they, in a
sense, are failing to meet trtctfr local
responsibilities.
But in a larger
sense, the communities and their
leaders are failing their local responsibilities by not providing an in-

centive for the college graduates to
come home.
When this situation exists we
cannot expect
college-educated
people to stay in Eastern Kentucky.
However, with the proper incentives, we are sure that college
graduates would relturn to their Appalachian homes. Until these incentives are provided, students can
neither be criticized or condemned
for their mass exodus to moral attractive regions. Either this incentive must be provided by the local
governments -r- through
higher
teacher salaries, industrial development, and added social value upon
education r— or by the state and
federal governments through special
programs. Only then can the problem of leadership « perhaps .the
most fundamental problem in Eastern Kentucky ~ b» spfvad.

The Dean's List; What's Wron]
The Dean's list was announced
last week; 734 studetits were given
places on the only cumulative honor
roil that is meant to select, from the
whole student body, those who have
earned a standing that is unequivocally superior.
A 'B" standing is not an unequivocally superior one. For many
students, a 3.0 figure may mean several bad grades in challenging courses balanced by several good grades
in easy subjects1—which is certainly
not a completely commendable record—although, too, it is not a record
to despise. When weighed, however,
against the records of those who have
studied harder to earn better grades,
in perhaps similar courses, then the
comparison may be more clearly
seen.
When a student comes to Eastern, he expects to receive rewards
for superior work, and rightly so. He

cannot expect to receive rewards for
mediocrity; a college may be f cloistered and somewhat unreal learning
situation, but it should not be so far
removed from the outside world that
its learners are allowed to bash in a
spotlight already crowded by performers who have truly earned their
placets. Those at one end of this onepoint spectrum—-from 3.0 to 4.0 w
are blindly led down a golden path to
Never-Never |-nd, whije those a* the
other end, who do travte one foot in
reality, just suffer by thd association.
It would be, of course, a ridiculous thing to declare that only those
with 4.0's or perhaps 3.9's would be
allowed places on the Dean's List.
We do Think, however, that the stan-.
dard should be} higher than it is now
—with 3.4 or 3.5 as the minimum.
The 'List would thus mean more because it represented more individual

By JIM 8CHEISS
Guest Writer
Shamrocks, leprechauns, and Irish whiskey are some of the outstanding; thing* we
think of when we hear the word Ireland. More
often, however, we associate Ireland with the
great Irish Saint, Saint Patrick.
On March 17 the legend of St. Patrick
was felt acros the Chr^tian world. Most
people believe that March 17 is St. Patrick's
birthday but, In reality, this was the day he
died. Actually, little is known about this
leader who was supposed to have driven the
snakes from Ireland.
St. Patrick's exact birthday is not known,
but It is estimated that he was born about
3M AD. and died la 461 AD. His parents
ware Roman citizens, who lived on the west
coast of England.
St. Patrick Captured
The story goes that when Patrick was
IB years old he was captured by a group of
Irish pirates, who were raiding the coast of
England, and waa taken to Ireland, where he
was forced to cisjre for sheep. VH»en he was
22 years old he managed to slip away from
his Irish captors and return to England.
St. Patrick must have been Impressed
with his first visit to Ireland, because he made
a vow that someday he would return. In the
spring of 432 AD., making good the vow, he
returned to Ireland as a Bishop, and spent the
rest of his life in Ireland, bringing the word
of God to the pagan Irish. In those 29 years,
he became Ireland's greatest legend.
The legends of St. Patrick are many indeed. Here are a few examples:
Once a group of demons in the shape of
vultures surrounded St. Patrick. The Saint
prayed and the evil spirits perished In the sea.
St. Patrick breathed on a heap of snow
and a blaze of fire sprung up so that all the
people could warm themselves.
The sun refused to set for 12 days and
nights after St. Patrick died, but stood perfectly still so as not to bring a new day to
Ireland without him.
Perhaps the greatest legend of St. Patrick
was the time he is said to have driven all the
snakes from Ireland. Irish tradition tells that
he drove all the venomous serpents from Ireland, and caused the Irish soil to be fatal to
them If they should attempt to return.
Drums Snakes Away
As St. Patrick drove the serpents from
the Emerald Iale he struck a large drum, causing the snakes to crawl Into the ocean.
St.
Patrick hit the drum too hard and made a hole
in it, but an angel appeared and mended the
drum.
One old snake refused to leave Ireland,
and BE Patrick made a box and asked' the
serpent-to enter It. The wise old snake objected, saying the box was too small, but St.
Patrick insisted it was big enough to accomodate the snake, and urged him to try to fit in.
After some grumbling the snake got into
the box, just to prove it really was too 'small.
Once the serpent got into the box St. Patrick
J- clapped down the lid, and tossed the box into

effort.

,T siu^)fcgend«-c^tl^ire»l^rlah'«a*et'«rWr
perhaps, difficult for us to believe. However,
on March 17 every year something much
stranger takes place. Inner stirrings tell us
to put on that old green Ue or that bright
green dress and hung In the closet all year;
the old Irish legend has worked again.

KIE, Cwens Brin& Out The Best
KIE—
Authentic Production
_i—-..

♦Twelfth Ni&ht' Termed,
A Shakespearean Success
out "Olivia" seemed a strident call rather
than a long trill which could "halloo your
name to the reverberate hills" as a lover's
plaint. As the play progressed, she gained
confidence and portrayed more skillfully the
wistful and loyal heroine.
The mid-night revelers were as ridiculous
and irrespressible as any audience could wish
or any Malvolio decry. Al Allison as Sir
Andrew Auguecheek was a hopelessly foolish
fop and a quite appropriate companion for
the fat roisterer, Toby Belch, played by John
Currans, who will evidently begin a sale of
surplus cotton and pillows when the play ends.
Kenn Keith played the merriest of Shakespeare's jesters with bounce and gusto, but it
must be .admitted that a very sore throat
made his singing role more convincing when
he sang with SJr Toby and Sir Andrew. Lesley Sandford as Maria directed her fellow
schemers with sauciness and pertness, and
Elizabeth Craft handled the minor role Of
Fabian with a kind of pucktohness that drew
attention. Winston Roberta played the roll of
Malvolio with genuine skill, leaving the audience an excellent picture of the pompous ass
"sick of self-loye."
Minors Contribute
Billy Bogard, Roger Drew Smith, Js
Triplett, and Mary Slattery added more to
play than was realized. If one imagines
Chat Does Well
them out of the play, he can see at once what
The members of the cast responded well they contributed to the authenticity of courtly
to the challenge of this atmosphere. Doug atmosphere by their parts as attendants on
Harris as the sentimental but charming Orslno the •Duke's court. Minor parts such as Larry
and Micky Tatum as Sabaetian will be more Measle and Jim Stevenson (sea captains), and
satisfying as they learn not to allow.Shakes- David Bond (officer) were bandied with the
peare's Iambic pentameter to lure them into same care for costume and presentation.
T*~ play offered «•- qasjssm student body
recitation rather than Interpretation.
Loretta WWfrom played Olivia with the a lesson In literary and theatrical h^ory, an
poise appropriate for that headstrong but opportunity to see ' Shakespeare's skill in
honorable lady who rejected Orsino only to handling plots and creating characters, and
fall in lave with the dlsguiqeri Viola. As a chance to see their fellow students learning
Viola, Charlotte Ann Watters at first seemed to interpret for them the art of a past but
a bit artificial — especially in the first audi- memorable period For this professor and
ence with Olivia, where her promise to cry student alike are grateful.

By Dr. BJTNO RHODES
Professor of English
From the moment Feste bounced through
the curtain to hold before the audience a card
announcing the play as "Twelfth Night," the
players of the Little Theatre concentrated on
giving to their audience an authentic production of Shakespeare. With the parting of the
second curtain, this note of authenticity was
emphasized even more by the setting and the
costumes.
Very little scenery was used, but the idea
of court, kitchen, or garden was skillfully
conveyed by column, cupboard, and tree, leaving the audience the privilege of its own Imagination and stage manager Roger Smith the
opportunity to change a setting easily while
the play moved on in front of the curtain.
Shakespeare would approve.
Throughout the play the audience was
treated to a show of Elizabethan fashions
created for the play by the members of the
theater group under the guidance of Yvonne
Leda. By their direction and staging, Mr. Joe
Johnson and his assistants, Jennifer Marcum
and David Bond, made their contributions to
this feeling of being at the Globe, and by the
use of Inner and outer stage helped to speed
the two plots merrily along in the manner
necessary for a Shakespearean comedy.

By GERALD MAERZ
Progress Assis. News Editor
The big year for Kappa Iota Epsilon, better known on campus as KIE, was 1962, the
year KIE was founded.
KIE, which la the sophomore men's honor, was organised by a group of honor students
at the suggestion of Mrs. Emma Y. Case, Dean
of Women, Emeritus. Mrs. Case is also responsible for Initiating Cwens, KlE"s twin
_V r„. vromen.
Twenty-one students comprised the first
KIE membership. It was this group of men
who were reponsible for defining the standards
of academic and social endeavors for membership in the organization, and for setting the
goals' and aspirations for advancement of this
honorary.
Dr. John Rowlett, Professor of Industrial
Arts, was the first faculty advisor of KIE and
continued his duties in that capacity until
1966, when Dr. Quentin Keen, associate pro-

, fessor of English and past Dean of Men, was
selected as sponsor. Mr. Morris Taylor, assistant professor of chemistry, was recently
chosen as co-sponsor of KIE.
KIE'ers Begin Year
KIE members are chosen and initiated
into the club In the spring of each year, but
do not actually become active until the following fall. Prospective KIE members are chosen primarily on their freshmen record for
their first semester. The criteria upon which
students are Initiated Into the club Include:
academic standing, which must be a 3.0 or
better; participation in campus activities, out- .standing character citizenship.
KIE is more than just another campus organization. KIE stands' for a definite ideal.
It encompasses not only achievement along
academic lines, but also achievement in all
phases of college life. KIE attempts to give
recognition for scholastic accomplishments as
well as leadersip ability In College supported
organizations.
The purpose of this orjanflssftnn is to encourage high standards of acsAmk" achievement, to furtj^er school fujnrttons, and to
counsel and guide students who are in need
of social *» weU as acadsmlr help.
Activities I .nwmW» Goals
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THE STAFF

Dong Beg ley, Steve Cawood, Mike Coffey,
Gay" pahfora. Domy Garen.joe Garettson,
Kenny George, Vary Hudson, Shirley Harmon,
Ben Kaufman, Janice Keeton, Pat Keller, Sue
Lewis, Rosemary Humphrey, Karris Miles,
Vernie Perkins, Cheryl Roberta, Pam Smith,
Ellie 8toIl, Charlotte Waiters. '

These

goals are

aocomnUshed

mainly

KIB's are amen in s3|p ajf nzsnf p*^*#^
lege funetjons; th* first of these oaouts during freshmen week, when niaflPfrirs serve by
guiding tours and sponsoring one of the freshmen dances.
KIE's aid freshmen atydents by counseling them in courses to take
with schedules to be oopx
sors. The club furthers
guiding visiting students
Day activities,
homecoming, and
Ssomen's) dinner,
such civic activities as
for a needy family at
One of the main "
member's year of nx«
a pin. KIE pins are
the organization Is not
national society, unique,
onyx discs with the
in gold, set in a »,—. '
of knowledge.

CwgsW"*
By ALICE SOWDER
\
Progress Staff .
On November S, 1922, Elizabeth Zeigler
and Dean Bellow of the 192S dass of the university of Pittsburgh, and Thyrea W. Amos,
Dean of Women, Informally discussed the sdnisability of organizing a sophomore honor
society for women leaders of student •*tivitiee.

Miss Amos suggested that the question
be referred for final decision to women of the
sophomore class who were active in the various undergraduate organizations for women.
Twelve girls eagerly responded and formed
the first chapter of Cwens.
In the spring of 1MB, fort he second time,
a group of coeds, who had maintained a grade
standing of 1.8 for the first two quarters of
that year, met with Mrs. Emma Y. Case, Dean
of Women, to discuss the formation of a
fophomore women's nonary society on campus.
The following fall Cwens began work as a
service organization and chose as the name of
their organization "Prota Decca," which
means first ten.
First .Chapter Installed
Since "Prota Decca" was the first group
of this type on the campus, theirs was the
task of forming policies and setting precidents.
The "Prota Decca" was Installed as Mu Chap1948- Then, twenty-two girls
, of the national organization
■iflfuit^ hscaese of Its Anfflo
og. 'T#dy or ''queen." The
is the crown and the scepter,
"'to to eeCwens ui
toe nation
and fellowship sm^pg the s
A ss/iondsry goal 1* to promote the Interest* of this cortege or university in every
way possible, and to supervise and direct those
chapters in the attainment of their common
ideal. Bui more Important, the purpose of
Cwens is to guide young college girls toward
the rote of a lady.
Toe 7Ttp^i-*r of Cwens are chosen from
those earoltos in • four-year course, who
raaffiflto a 6 average and show the power to
participate in and toed student activities.
Offers Mas* Services

its heglnajng in 1945. Cwens has
" IfFfi s*> one of the most servicduhs on campus. Probab: is that of assisting with
ion. Other services which
the Ovens etoSer offers are loose as ushers
f^c*n»pus evento f****nts for college reT» for faculty women
B'S honoraries.
The
women's Christmas dinner to anI by Bestero'e Owens,
presently occupied with plans
for % IfpBW PWO»- It to h«wl that this
top vri# h» a sunrejss and offer the students a
sight of snfsrtsshmsnt which wSl always he
remembered.
The program
of work of the varidus
K
OWCT f^iPt.-* ^. 5»^tabry differs as greatly as
campus practices and needs differ for,, each
college or university. However, the role of a
Cwen never changes.
Perhaps the greatest service a Cwen can
render, despite any variations In the school
system to that of being so fine person that no
outsider can fail to see that to be a Cwen is
to be a lady, and to he a tody is to be a queen.

.»>..
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AMPUS 11ALENDAR

SUNDAY, MARCH 22 —
3:00 p.m.
Freshman Coffee Hour for Faculty
Walnut Hall
Blue Room
4:45 p.m. ' Wesley. Founnatlon
MONDAY, MARCH 2S —
Brock Aulltorium
4:30 p.m.
Young Democrat! Club
University 103
5:00 p.m.
Wesley Founratlon
5:00 p.m.
Pi Tau Chi, 200 and 201 Student Union Bldg.
University 103
5:00 p.m.
Wesley Foundation
University 104
6:00 p.m.
Y.M.C.A.
,
Blue Room
6:00 p.m.
Circle K Club
S.U.B. 201
6:15 p.m.
Freshman Class Officers
Weaver
305
6*:30 p.m.
Agriculture Club
Science
111
7:15 p.m.
Oaduceus Club
Brock Auditorium
7:30 p,m.
Audubon Screen Tour
Gibson 107
6:30 p.m.
Industrial Arts. Club
Kappa Kappa Sigma Swim Show
7:30 p\m.
Weaver Pool
TUESDAY, MARCH 24 —
5:00 p.m.
Pulaski County Club
University 106
5:00 b.ih.
Drum and Sandal
Weaver Little Gym
5:00 p.m.
Senior Class Officers
S.U.B. 201
5:00 p.m.
Eastern Little Theater
Pearl Buchanan Theater
5:00 p.m.
Franklin County Club
University 101
5:15 ikm.
Laurel County Club
University 103
«:00 p.m.
Photo Club
Science 120
6:00 pjn.
Church of- Christ Devotions
University 101
6:30 p.m.
Potymathologlsts
Roark 15
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 25 —
Brock
Auditorium
10:10. a.m.
Founders' Day
S.U.B. 201
4:10 p.m.
Student Court
University 103
4:io p.m.
Young Republicans
University 104
4:1ft p.m.
Fayette County Club
Burnam Hall
4:15 pjn.
Burnam CouncilUniversity 101
5:00 p.m.
Floyd County Club
Blue Room
5:30 p.m.
Perthing Rifles
University 101
9:00 p.m.
Kyma Club
Holiday Inn
6:30 p.m.
Accounting Club Dinner
Science 111
6:30 p.m.
Biology Club
6:45 p.m.
Music Educators National Council
Foster 300
Kappa Delta Tau
University 101
7:00 p.m.
Omicron Alpha Kappa
Foster 204
8:00 p.m.
9:00 p.m.
McGregor House Council
McGregor Hall
Case House Council
Case Hall
10:00 p.m.
THURSDAY, MARCH 26 —
5:00 p.m.
Pike County Club
Gibson 107
Student Council
Pearl Buchanan Theater
5:00 p.m.
D.S.F.
University 101
6:00 p.m.
Sigma Chi Mu
S.U.B. 200
6:00 p.mNewman Club .
University 103
8:00 p.m.
Pi Omega Pi
Foster 204
6:00 p.m.
Christian Science College Organization
7:00 p.m.
University 101
Woodford County Club
University 104
7:00 p.m.
Men's Inter-Dorm Council Martin Recr. Room
10:00 p.m.
FRIDAY, MARCH 27
Eastern and University of Cincinnati
1:00 pjn.
Golf
County Club
"Summer Magic"
7:30 p.m.
Movie
Brock Auditorium
SATURDAY, MARCH 28 —
Annual "Pioneer invitational
Debate Tournament
Donovan Bldg.
Golf — Eastern And Toledo University
10:00 a.m.
Country Club
Baseball — Eastern and Bowling Green Univ.
3:00 p.m.
Hughes Field
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NO EXTRA CHARGE >\X»A ONJp-ftAY 9EBVKE!

WINCHESTER, MADISON
LAUNDRY AND DRY CLEANERS
•TaTw at

. i-^Acros prom Bus Station

WfeNF'

Model High
Band Peforms
This Sunday

Charlie Wells Proves
Worth Of Club Activity
Charlie Wells, junior music major from NieholasvlMe,, Is
proof of the hypothesis held as truth by the column and said
here early in this school year: "Well-chosen clubs and organizations have unlimited bearing on the lives of those who co-ordinate them with their present interests and plans for the future."
As an active member of Eastern's Baptist Student Union,
Charlie has been chosen as one of five from Kentucky's 14,000
BSU'ers to serve in summer missions this year. For two
months he will be on the campus of Lincoln Memorial University in Han'°8'ate- Tenn., forming a BSU Center there.
During the day he will work in the actual construction of the
building and on weekends and at night he will lead youth revivals, retreats and work in local churches.
~To
receive
this
position
Wells was interviewed by a
panel of state officials the
weekend of the death of
President
Kennedy.
They
posed such questions as these;
•Why was President Kennedy
assassinated?" "Do you believe
in
capital
punishment?"
"Show us a plan of salvation
through the scriptures." "As a
piano major, what would you
do, if. while working in construction, your right hand was
cut off?" "Suppose you were
stationed In a place where you
did not see a piano for three
months, what would you do?"
"How would you witness to
an antagonistic communist."
Wells was the recipient of
the Eastern Piano Scholarship
for the 1963-64 school year.
With- music and missions as
hi« chief interests he is a
member of MENC, the college
choir, and he is the choir director of the BSU and the Redhouse Baptist Church.
These are not his only interests,
however.
He
represents the junior class in
the Student Council and serves
as secretary of Sigma Chi
Delta.
The role of clubs is obvious
in the life of Charlie Wells.
It might be said that they
give him the oportunity to
practice what he studies In
Baptist Clean Tomorrow
Baptist students will join
together for "Clean-Up Day
activities at the BSU Cehter,
386, South Second StreeJ, tomorrowStudents will man
brooms and mops at 9:30 p.m.
and ready the building for the
cqming
week's'
activities.
Linda Gay, Student Center

IT
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Golden Rule Cafe
Three Strips of Bacon,
Two Eggs—the way you like them,
Three delicious Biscuits with butter,

-51

ALL FOR

60
Three Hot-Cakes,
with Butter and Syrup

45
',"-"-., J:.-'.I--.-H -■.-...
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IT'S THE
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Special Pre - Publication Sales
Of Dr. Dorris' Bpok Ends Wejlnesday

$ASTERN PRQG&BS8 3

-..-.... i. ■:

might
as
well
be

SPRING
a bright-eyed
look
a colorful look
a new fashion
look
a happy look
at ;-.

Model High School band will
present - their premier performance suncay afternoon at 3
p.m. in the Edward's Auditorium at Model School.
The new program at Model
is under the direction of Mr.
Robert' Clark, and the members are drawn from the seventh through the twelth grades.
The program will be composed of two concert groups
and one stage (dance) band,
and will Teature a trumpet
solo and a flute trio.
The concert is open to the
public and there will be no admission charge.

The special pre-publication subscription
offer for "An IIlini-Bluegrass Schoolmaster"
expires Wednesday at noon. Until that time,
copies of the 250-page Eastern Progress Press
volume may be purchased for only $4.12. The
price will be $4.90 at noon on Wednesday,
when the books will be on the College BookMore shelves. These prices include state sales
tan
- *«•
Here's how you may obtain your copy of
the book:
Fill out the coupon below and take it to
the Business Office Cashier's Window, where
you pay $4.12. Leave the coupon and secure
* receipt for your purchase. At 1 p.m. Wednesday, bring the receipt to the Publications
Office, located in the Administration Building,
■vhere distribution will take place.
The
attractively-bound,
well-Illustrated
volume will become one of your most treasured library possessions. It will become a vallable addition to your collection of fine books.
Jn\y a limited number of books are being
printed and it is expected that this volume will
|>e out of print in a very short time after its
.elease.

^Placements Positions
March 20 Wayne Township Schools, Dayton, Ohio
March 23 New Albany-Floyd County Schools, New Albany,
Indiana (Elementary teachers).
March 24 Mansfield, Ohio Schools
March 25 R. J.' Reynolds Tobacco Company
March 26 Springfield, Ohio Schools
March 31 Washington Court House, Ohio Schools
Green County Schools, Xenia, Ohio
April
Reading, Ohio Schools (Elementary teachers).
April
Anne Arundel County, Annapolis, Maryland.
April
Princeton School District, Cincinnati, Ohio.
April
Warren, Michigan schools.
April
April 15 General Telephone Company.
April 16 Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company.
April 21 Union School District, Jackson, Michigan.
April 29 Montgomery County Schools, Dayton, Ohio.
Please come to the Placement Office and make an appointment.
Elementary, English, Health Schools, New Boston, Ohio.
and P.E., Industrial
Arts,
Math, Special Education.
Math.
Contact: H. C. McDermott,
Contact: W. H. Hanson,
Supt., 320 East North Street, Supt., Augusta City Schools,
Sidney, Ohio. Phone: 402-6525. Augusta, Ky.

ORDER COUPON
Please reserve
copies of "An IlUnl-Bluefrass Schoolmaster" at $400, thereby saving
.75 on each copy. Kentrucky residents add
$.12 per copy for state sales tax.
Name
Last
Address
Street

First

Middle

State

City

1

fly.

(Check One)

- I will pick up my copy at the
Publications Office, Coates Administration
Building.
Please mail my copy to the
above address. I enclose $25 for each copy to
cover mailing charges.
OFFER LASTS ONLY UNTIL MARCH 25

VOGUE BEAUTY SALON
Permanent Waving, Manicuring, Frosting.
All type beauty service.
310 W. Irvine
Phone 623-5770

Foreign Language,
Math
(must have master's degree or
working on it). •
Contact:
South
Eastern
Christian Jr. College, Winchester, Ky.

Secretarial
and
Clerical
positions.
Contact: A. Dwight Spayth,
Manager — Industrial Relation*, Industrial Products Dlv.,
Westinghouse Air Brake Company, 480 Fairman Road, LexElementary,
Elem.
Girls ington, Ky.
P.E-, Elem. Art, Elem. Music,
Girls P.E..' Industrial Arts,
Music (vocal and' instrumenArt, Business, Vocal ' Music, tal).
Home
Economics,
Math,
Contact:
Bennett
Lewis.
Science, English, Social Stu- Springfield ' City
Schools,
dies, Foreign Languages.
Springfield, Ky.
Contact:
Elizabeth Public
Schools. Elizabeth, New Jer- : Elementary, English. Art.
sey.
Home Ec.,
Math, Industrial
Arts, Business Ed.,
Science,
Biology—Chemistry.
Elementary (grade one), InCHARLIE WELLS
Contact:
Roy»l Hall, Jr..,
Music, English and
chairman.
will
direct thf, strumental
Asst. , Supt.,. Forest,
Hills
Speech, Girls P.E.
"Clean-;UD."
,
Contact: E. K. Graham, School Efjatrict, 7600 Forest
- A general business meeting Supt., Lanark, Illinois. . .
Road,, Cincinnati, Ohio.
of the BSU will be held on
Monday.. March 23, at 6:30
Elementary
(grade four),
p.m. at the Center. Nominee^
for the various
executive Commerce (typing, shorthand,
council positions will be pre- office practice).
Contact:
C. C.
Steward,
sented during the business
session by Janice
Keeton, Supt., Holyoke Schools, Holychairman of the nominations oke, Colorado.
committee.
Council elections
Mr. R. Dale Givens, assiswill be held ' the following
Jr. High Math.
tant professor of anthropology
week. March- 30-April 1, durContact:
David
Evans, and sociology, has been awarding the Vesper hour.
Supt.,
Covlngton
Public ed a Science Faculty FellowJane Champion and Harry Schools, Covlngton, Ky.
ship for next year by the NaOliver will be in charge of a
Math, Home Ec, Industrial tional Science Foundation.
special Easter worship service
With the award which matat the Center on next Tuesday Arts, Spanish, English, Engches- his year's salary, Mr,
at 6:30 p.m., and Wednesday's lish, Science, Elementary.
Contact: A. E. Minnich. Di- Givens plana to attend the
Vesper program will feature
a Bible study under the direc- rector of Personnel, Middle- University of Kentucky. He
tion of Carolyn Ann King, town Public Schools, Middle- will attend seminars in sociology and anthropology, and betown, Ohio.
BSU president.
gin the prellmary research for
Eastern's Baptist students
his doctorial dlsseratlon.
His
are invited to participate , in
Commerce.
paper will be a study of value
the Training Union activities
Contact: Ben Flora, Supt.,
on Sunday evenings at the Bellevue Public Schools, Belle- conflict In Pakistan.
First
Baptist
Church.
A vue, Ky.
Approximately 400 scholarsnack Is served at 5:45 p.m.,
ships are awarded
annually.
follewed by a study course
Electric Accounting Machine The grants are givten In all
taught by Professor Fred A. Supervisor, and Project Plan- fields of science.
Engle,' Jr.
The study book, ner positions.
The award is made on the
1
w
"The Baptist I^—ch in HisContact: J. A. Conner. Reg- basis of trz :"}— ? and pro
tory," is written by Dr. Robert ional Director, U'S. Crvu ser- anise*. The awards, given to
Baker of, the Southwestern vice Commission, Main Post teachers,
are to encourage
Theological Seminary faculty, Office Building, Chicago 7, them to do additional research
Fort Worth, Texas.
and academical work.
Illinois.

Mr. Givens Awarded
NSF Scholarship

Catholics Will Convention
Members of the
Newman
Club will attend the province
convention
in
Huntlngtori,
West Virginia, April 17-19.
Meeting time of the organization has been changed to
6:30 on Thursday.
Censorship In the Catholic
Church was discussed last
night at the regular meeting.

MtoU
Start with Easter...spring...and then add summer
to the scope of this versatile wonder by Mr. Simon.
Light and bright Moral shirt...bound and belted in the
same solid that shqpes the crisp little coat. Both
linen-look rayon. The coat in sapphire, bark brown,
or smokygrey with coordinated prints. Sizes 10-20.

ELDER'S
Richmond's Family Store
— Since 1893 *?

Elementary, Typing, Instrumental Music, Vocal Music,
English, Math, French-English, Industrial Arts.
Cohtact: Kenneth Walker,
Asst. Supt., Heintzen Public
School District, 18100 Northline, Southgate, Michigan.
Elementary,
Elementary
P.E., Elementary Art, Elementary Music, English, Math,
Music (vocal - instrumental),
Industrial Arts, Social Studies.
Contact:
Hamilton
City
Schools, Hamilton, Ohio.
Science, Chemistry, Biology,
Physics, English, Foreign Languages, Math, Social Studies.
Contact: John Palmer, Asst.
to Headmaster, Massanutten
Military Academy, Woodstock,
Virginia.
Industrial Arts.
Contact: Dept. of Personnel,
Board of Education of Baltimore County,
Aigburth Rd„
Towson, Maryland.
English, Math.
Contact: New Boston Public

We want to make
your Photograph at

I.

TRY IT AT

Studio
Phone 623-1930
for Appointment
I"

"

i.

You esn't help but eatoh
his ey« In this casual "Snsembte from Bradlay's
sharkskin group. The
dramatic Jacket Is Of AmelAvron sharkskin In black
Of navy print; the boxptoatedsklrtofArnelsharkskln In whrta onry. the
slaavalas* Hekmca r.yk»
shall Ml many color*. In
size. I to 16 and 7 to 15.

jacket 7.0ft; skirt 10*
sleeveless shell ... 5.00

Come in end Register for Free Gilts to be given ewey
Friday, March 27.
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Eels Take
State Meet
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SIDELINING
'"

THE

MAROONS

with Jim Parks

'

Progress Sports Editor

Kidd Pleased With Spring Drills
Grumbling Eastern football fans
may
have to find something else to grumble about
in the future.
Head football coach Roy Kidd, chosen for
the job after Glenn Presnell moved up to the
athletic director post at the end of last seaaon,
speaks quietly, but confidently of his team's
chances in the Ohio Valley Conference this
fall: "I don't think we'll win the thing, but
we'll be in there. It'll take us a couple of
seasons."
'"'*
The reason for Kidd's confidence is his
team's effort in spring practice which is now
going on. The players are
really hitting
hard, according to Kidd, and giving a real
great second effort. The young coach refused
to pick out any individuals, but praised the
squad as a whole for its fine showing in spring
drills. The assistant coaches also drew praise
from Kidd.
Kidd also pointed out that attitudes of
the players were excellent and that morale
was good. He seemed especially pleased with
this aspect of the spring drills.
Some of the players echoed Kidd's observations. One player said about last Saturday's scrimmage, "I got hit harder than
I've ever been hit before, four times in a
row." The player also commented that team
morale was good.
Two factors, in Kidd's opinion, will keep
the Maroons from being a title contender this
fall: depth and overall team speed.
Freshmen could help a lot in these departments, however. Thus far nine outstanding
high school grldders have inked Eastern
grants, and Kidd hopes to sign several more
before mid-April. Several boys with outstanding speed are among the nine and all
should add to the squad's depth. The coach
is still in touch with about 30 players and
hopes to sign several of them in the next few
weeks.
Some professional scouts have been observing the Maroon practices and are impressed with the play of several boys.

RED CAPS BOOST MORAUE
For the past two years, one of the most
conspicuous sights on the Eastern campus has
been boys wearing red toboggan caps. Under
those caps walks a group of the proudest and
most c"edicated young men on campus — the
swimming team.
Eastern's Eels captured the Kentucky
meet last Saturday for the second year in a
row by a wide margin. Coach Donald Combs
attributes much of the success of the team to
the wearing of the red caps. Not only do
these protect the swimmers from colds, but
they serve as a symbol for the team and a
morale builder. "Those caps are just like a
paratroopers boots" says Combs.
Looking ahead to next season, the coach
says that the team will ewim about the same
schedule as this year. Only one swimmer
will graduate from the squad, Co-captain Jim
Mitchell, and Combs has his sights set on a
high school swimmer that swims some of the
events in better times than the existing school
records.
The team will move out of the Weaver
Health Building pool, popularly known as
"Lake Weaver" into a spacious new natatorium in Alumni Coliseum. An overflow crowd
at the meet last Saturday certainly points out
the need for a bigger arena.
COWBOYS WANT BASKETBALLERS
Eastern basketball coach Jim Baechtold
received a letter from the Dallas Cowboys professional football team a couple of weeks ago.
The Cowboys were wanting to know if Baechtold had any basketballers between 6-feet and
6-4 that weighed around 200 pounds who
would be interested in trying out for the
Cowboys football team. Neither Kay Norris
nor Herman Smith were interested. The Cowboys are not completely off their rockers for
wanting roundballers to play with the oval
ball. They want cagers who are good jumpers end have a lot of speed to play in the
backfield on pass defense. Not a crackpot
idea at all!

Spring Sports Teams
Schedule 67 Events
0 Tenn. Tech (2) H
A
67-gamc schedule
for May
Eastern's four spring athletic May 15. 16 OVC Playoffs
Home double-headers start
teams was announced this
week by
athletic
director at 1 p.m., singles games at
3:30 pjn.
Glenn Presnell.
Track
A break-down of the spring
2 Berea
H
schedules shows the baseball April
4 Kentucky Relays A
team playing 24 games, the April
track squad with 12 meets, April 14 Georgetown
the golfers with an 18-match April 18 Kentucky State
card, and the tennis with 13 April 20 Morehead
April 22 Tenn. Tech
matches.
Coach
Charles
"Turkey" April 25 Centre
Hughes' basebalTers open their April 29 -Cincinnati and
Hanover
season with a double-header
with Bowling Green Universi- May
2 Vanderbilt
9 Western
ty here next Saturday, begin- May
May
11 Morehead
ning at 1 p.m.
The
Don
Daly coached May 15, 16 OVC meet
Golf
tracks tors get their season
started with visiting Berea March 27 Cincinnati
March 28 Toledo
April 2.
March 20 Bowling Green
Adams Coaching Netters
2 East Tenn.
Glenn
Presnell's
golfers April
have already begun their sea- April 17 Tenn. Tech
son with a win over Kentucky April 18 Transylvania
April 20 Transy. and
on the road and at home.
S. Valley
The netters,
coached by
Jack Adams, open up with April 23 Morehead
Bowling Green here March 31. April 30, May 2, 2 Southern
All OVC spring tourneys are
Intercollegiate
May
6 Centre
set for May 14, 15 and 16.
May
7 Morehead
Baseball
Date
12 Centre
Opponent
Site May
May 14. 15, 16 OVC
March 28 Bowling Green
University (2)
H May
19 Cincinnati
Tennis
April
1 Cincinnati
A
April
2 Xavier
,
A March 31 Bowling Green H
4 Union
April
H
6 Georgia South.
A April
April
7 Georgia South.
A
A April 16 Tenn. Tech
April
H
8 Georgia South.
A April 17 Centre
H
April 10 Carson-Newman A April 18 Ball State
April 11 Bast Tenn. (2) A April 21 Georgetown
A
April 14 Kentucky
• H
A April 24 Bellarmlne
H
April 18 Centre
A April 27 Morehead
April 20 Xavier
H April 29 Bellarmine.
A
1 Georgetown
A May
H
Apfcil 21 Miorf/.iead (2V
April 25 Tenn. Tech (2) A May
6 Centre
A
April 28 Kentucky
9 Morehead
A
H May
11 Union
A
May
2 East Tenn. (2) H May
May
3 Moreh'ead (2)
H May 14, 15, 16 OVC at Western

Golden Rule Cafe
HOME COOKING
You Are Always Welcome
SOUTH FIRST STREET

BOYS!
Don't Wait. Get Your
U. S. KEDS SNEAKERS
Now at JETT & HALL
U. S. Keds are a Must
For the Beach.
ETT

&

ALL

CLOTHING — SHOES — BOYS' WEAR
200 AND 214 WEST MAIN
RICHMOND. KENTUCKY

"*-

Bartlett Sets Two Marks

1964 Kentucky Swim Champs
Eastern's Eels, pictured above, captured the
Kentucky State Swim Meet championship
here last Saturday outpointing second place
Kentucky 80-37. The Eels are, front row, left
to right, John Warren, Charles Parris, Gene
Petit, and Chuck Nordstrom. Second Row:

Jerry Slager. Rich Detzel, Jim Mitchell, Tom
Bacchic, Bill Frost, and Earle Combs, III.
Back Row: Manager George Proctor, Fred
Bartlett, Phil Stoffey, Ron Rogowskl, and
Coach Donald Combs.

Freshman Cagers Compile
Good 12-4 Season Record
Eastern's freshman basket- in points were Fred Johnson
ball team finished its season with 12.8 and Doug Clemmons
with 10.8 per contest.
with a good 12-4 won-lOBt reInjrnun Lead» Reboundera
cord.
Ingram, a 6-7, Port Huron,
Coach
Rupert
Stephen's Michigan, athlete, paced the
yearlings, after losing their rebounders with an average of
first two games to Louisville 13.0 per game. Jones, a 6-7
and Bellarmine, bounced back center from Richmond, pulled
to take 12 of the last 14 down 12.6 for second place.
.Jones led the jteam in field
games. The two other losses
came to powerful University of goal shooting, hitting 107 of
210 attempts for 51 percent.
Tennessee and Marshall.
Included on the list of wic- The leading free thrower was
tims were Marshall, Lindscy Bruce Rasor, substitute guard
Wilson,
Southeastern Chris- from Tipp City, Ohio, with a
tian, Transylvania, Cumber- 76.2 percentage. Johnson, from
land, Lexington YMCA, More- Gratis, Ohio, was second with
head, and Campbelteville. All 75.8 percent accuracy.
Jones'
best
night
was
these but Campbellsville, Lir.dsey Wilson, and Marshall fell against Cumberland when he
hit
14
of
18
from
the
field
and
twice to the Eastern frosh.
got 30 points.
Hobson Leading Scorer
Score 142 Points
Leading the yearling scorers
That was the peak of the
was Larry Hobson, 5-11 guard season for the team as a whole
from Pekin, Indiana, with 18.1 as it rolled up 142 points while
per contest. Hobson's biggest holding Cumberland to 72. In
scoring night was in the sea- that game, the frosh threw in
aon final against Lexington 61 field goals, the season high.
YMCA when he scored 31. • The biggest rebound total,
Against Cumberland he had 87,
was
grabbed
against
30.
Southeast Christian in the
While Hobson led the scor- first meeting for the season
ing, he wasn't a one-man show individual high.
by any means. Four other
As a team, the first-year
starters averaged in double men hit 42.7 percent from the
figures, enabling the team to free line, grabbed 60.1 reamass an average of 89.8 bounds per game, and averagpoints per game.
ed: almost 90 points per game.
Jerry Jones with 16.9 bare- Six times the yearlings went
ly edged out Charles Ingram over
100. The
opponents
who had a 16.8 mean for the averaged only 75.9 points per
second spot. Fourth and fifth tut.

STATE CHAMPS . . .
John Warren, left, Eastern diver, took the diving
championship at the State
Meet here last Saturday.
Teammate Fred Bartlett,
right, set two State Meet
records, one in one in the
500-yard freestyle and the
other in the 200-yard individual madley.
- -•

Eastern's
powerful
Eels
cracked
three
records
in
splashing
to their second
straight
Kentucky
Intercollegiate Invitational Swimming and Diving Meet Championship here last Saturday.
All together seven marks
fell during the two-day meet.
The University of Kentucky's
Steve
Hellman
established
three new standards, Eastern's
Fred Bartlett two, the Eastern 400-yard medley
relay
team one, and Kentucky freshman Biil Wade the seventh.
Eastern pilea up a total of
80 points winning eight of the
12 events. Kentucky
placed
Scond with 37, and the Kencky Freshman came in third
with 19. Union and Berea
were third and fourth respectively.
Bartlett Lowers Two
Bartlett swam the 200-yard
individual medley In a record
time of 2:16.8 chiseling 4.3
seconds off the old meet record. His
second
recordbreaking performance came in
the 500-yard freestyle with a

PR's Leave Today
For Dayton Meet

BOWLER OF THE
WEEK . . . Karen Brewer
holds the
Bowler-of-theWeek trophy she won for
rolling a 202 game in intramural
bowling
last
week.

Eastern's
Company
R-l,
Pershing Rifles,
left
this
morning for Dayton, Ohio, to
participate in the Dayton Invitational Drill Meet held by
the* University of
Dayton
P-R's.
Company R-l will enter all
events in the competition including straight platoon and
squad drill and exhibition drill,
both platoon and squad.
This is the first of the spring
meets and is a proving and improving ground for the Regimental Drill Meet in May.
Units from ' Ohio,
Kentucky,
West Virginia,
and Pennsylvania are expected including top teams from such campuses as . University of Cincinnati, Ohio State, University
of Kentucky, and many others.

time of 5:42.7, knocking 7.1
seconds off the mark «et last
year.
In both events, Bartlett bested the swimmer who set-the
marks last season, Roedlng of
Kentucky.
The 400-yard medley relay
team of Ron Rogowskl, Tom
Baechle, Phil Sanzone, and
Gene Petit in winning trimmed 5.1 seconds off the old
mark with a time of 4.11.5.
Others
taking
firsts for
Eastern were Rich Detzel in
the 50-yard freestyle, John
Warren in the one meter diving,. Phil Stoffey in the 200yard backstroke, Tom Baechle
In the 200-yard breaststroke,
and the team of Detzel, Jim
Mitchell. Stoffey, and Petit in
the 400-yard freestyle relay.
Combs Pleased
Hellman established marks
in the 1500-meter freestyle,
the 200-yard freestyle, and in
the 200-yard butterfly.
Eastern coach Don Combs
was pleased with his team's
victory. He pointed out that
the team morale was good,
one factor that figured in the
squad's good showing.
The only senior on the team
is Mitchell, a Frankfort native. All the other boys are
sophomores and freshmen.
The Eels copped the state
meet last year 89-48 over second-place Union.

Golfers Top
Kentucky
Eastern's golfers topped the
University of Kentucky 24-3 at
the Madison Country Club here
last week to mark the second
win over UK this season.
Carl Kattenacker, captain
and the only senior on the
team, posted the lowest score
of the day, a 71, leading Eastern to a sweep of all six individual matches.
Besides Kattenacker, John
Needham, Odie Chandler, Ken
Kreutz, and Ben Robinson won
matches.

'64 Jet-smooth Chevrolet Impala Sport Coupe (119-in. wheelbase)

New Chevelle Mallbu Sport Coupe (115-irt. wheelbase)

Competition Stiff
In I-M Bowling
.Standings in the, men's intramural" bowling leagues show
that close races are present in
every league.
The standings and top bowlers in each league are as followst—
National
A
League —
Braves A, Btt-SVai Braves C,
8-4; Hits, 7-5; and Fishermen,
7-5.
High Series — Bill
Goedde. 528; Ed Harris, 480;
and Jack Williams, 462. High
Games — Bill Goedde, 193;
W. A. Smith, 192; and Jack
Williams,
183. High
Average — Bill Goedde, 171; David
Dotson, 161; and Rich Emnions, 155.
National
B
League —
Hawks, 10-2; Hurricanes, 9-3;
Wildcats, 8-4; and Stoogers,
0-4. High Series — Roy Roberts, 510; Bill Robinson, 506;
Jim Wiebb, 490. High Games
— Bill Robinson,
209; John
Rogers, 209; Doug Brown,
203. High Average — Cal
lAker, 180; John Rogers, 179;
Bill Robinson, 173; Dave Youmans, 171.
American A
League —
Naked Queens, 9-3; Cougars,
9-3; Wildcats, 7-5; Lions, 7-5.
High Series — Mike Cobb, 479;
David Gaunce, 477; Ray Herbert, 455. High Games — Bob
Sill, 191; Jack Brecking. 190;
Jack Gaunce. 188. Averages
— Mike Cobb, 165; Bob Sill,
163; David Gaunce, 154.
Americans B League — Co-.
|gbras, 8-4; Gutter Duster, 8-4;
Animals, 7-5;
Rookies, 7-5.
Hlgu■' series' — "Ben Hayes,
530; Ernie Dcbord. 495; David
Hubbard, 491. High Games—
A. WJlson, 219; Jim Taylor,
205; Barry Enlow. 202 High
Averages — Jim Taylor, 176;
Ben Hayes, 170; Mike Flynn,
162; Ernie Debord, 162.

'64 Chevy II Nova Sport Coupe (110-In. wheelbase)

'64 Corvair Monra Club Coupe (108-in. wheelbase)

'64 Corvette Sting Ray Sport Coupe (98-in. wheelbase)

■

...th» ALL-PURPOSE LIEN'S LOTION.
$2.00, $3J0,$*B0plus tax
...the ALL-PURPOSE SPRAY LOTION,
«.00 plus tax
the PRE-SNAVE RJTION, $i;SQ
...tht ALL PURPOSE POWDER, $1.50 phis tax
...tha DEODORANT STICK, $1.00 plus tax
...the AEROSOL DEODORANT, $2.90 plus tax
...th« SHOWER SOAP QiN A CORD, $2.00
>.^«« SETS from $3.00 to $10.00 plus tax
BsnaSjHBHB^Ba

INCORPORATED

CLOTHING — SHOES — BOYS' WEAR
200 AND 214 WEST MAIN
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY
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Chevrolet will go to any length
to make you happy
Things have changed a lot since a Chevy rolet and Chevy -II (and between parking
was only a Chevy. Especially your ideas meters, with five whole feet left over).
Then, toot there's the sporty 15-foot
of what you want a Chevy to be.
So now you have the Jet-smooth Chev- Corvair, so right for so many people (you
rolet—17J^ feet of pure luxury, bumper girls, in particular) that we've never
to bumper. The size makes it a luxury car. touched an inch of jt. And finally, CorBut not the price.
vette—still 1414 feet and still too much
Or you can choose the thrifty Chevy II, for any true sports-oar lover to say no to.
a 15%-foot family car with' all kinds of
The' long and short of it is, you don't
have to go to any length to find exactly
passenger and Jugga^* T~-~ ' '
This year, your choice might be
n m .
the kind of car you want. Just
the new 16-foot-pIud Chevelle, CHEVROLET see the five different lines of i
at your Chevrolet dealer's.
sized to fit nicely between Chev-
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An Honor Roll Winner

ERE THE PRICE IS RIGHT!

sio BEN FRANKLIN s 10
LQ;

Lois Campbell Will Be Wife, Lawyer

ALl .

% »»AM HMVttt
rtiif^tfutu attut Writer

Can a woman be a suocess"ul w\U artd to top notch corporation lawyer at the same
time? Lois
Campbell,
the
twenty-one" year-old political
tcMnce ttoHot Roll student for
t»«4 feels that It is possible
Lois is a blonde, green-eyed
young woman from Westminster, Maryland. Sne transferred in her Junior year to Eastern from ftfgh Point College,
North Carolina.
The five-foot, seven and a
half-inch senior has won many
honors in > college — Who's
Who, Honor Roll, Dean's List.
and acceptance into Phi Sigma
Alpha, the newly formed National Political" Science Honorary. She is the vice-president of C.C.U.N. and a student
delegate to the Model UN.
Assembly at Indiana University and Duke University.
On June 25, Lois will wed
William Thorpe, who is also
a senior, at Eastern, and will
enter the University of Kentucky Law School in preparation to earning the law degree
that will enable her to work
as a full-fledged corparation
lawyer.
In her easy manner she says
of Eastern, "Eastern's physical
growth is tremendous, but the
academic growth has not kept
up. However, it looks like, the
academic
growth
will
improve."

Richmond's Most Modern Drug Store, designed
for comfortable and convenient shopping.

M

w:

OBDBtra/a

0K3-

DRUG STORE
110

RICHMOND.

Free Parking. Open till 9:00 P. M. Daily

Richmond Business Machines
OLLIVETTI-UNDERWOOD AGENCY
Typewriters—Adding Machines Cakuloton
SALES - SERVICE - RENTAL
All Makes and Models • Used Machines
105 E. MAIN
DIAL 623-4254
At Night Contact:
H. RUSSELL BARCLAY. DIAL 623-4799

THE FAVORITE MEETING PLACE
IN RICHMOND

ALSO FREE PARKING
FOR GUESTS.

College Dry Cleaners
North Third
—T*

Phono 623-5271
Mb

*-*r-

>

-,

TELEVISION
And

RADIO REPAIR
Wide Selection Of Radio*, Phonographs
And Transistors

Click's Radio &T.V.
——

Special scholarships in honor of outstanding supporters
Mid leaders of the Encampment for Citizenship, includng John F. Kennedy, Eleanor
loosevelt and Herbert H. Lehnan have been established, it
vas announced today by Glleon Chagy, Chairman of. the
encampment Board of Direcors, and Saal £>. Lesser, Executive Directo:
These scholarships will enable x specifically
qualified
young men and women, 18 to
23 yearsNof^age, to participate
in the 19B4 programs of the
Encampment for Citizenship,
a unique 6 week experience in
living and learning the principles and practices of democrat
Uoe
participation in community life.
Encampments
will
take
place simultaneously in Puerto
Rico, New York City and
Washington, D.C- from June
27th to August 8th.
.
These new scholarships, 24
in all, are being established in
order to insure diversity of
background and specific areas
of interest, as well as to honor the persons for whom they
are named.
Available
scholarship Include:
! Six scholarships In honor of
John P.J Kennedy for young

CLASSIFIED
ADS
ATTENTION!
To the boy who picked up
a hitch-hiker on the Mountain
Parkway while he was on his
way to Salyersville on Friday,
Feb. 38. I left a heavy, red
wool scarf In your '62-64
Chevy' Bel Air when I got out
at the Camp ton Toll Plaza.
Please mall It to me by pracel
post; I will then repay you the
postage. And if It Is necessary, I am willing to give a
reward for this scarf, which
my father bought 20 years ago
in Scotland. My address Is:
Bert Bowman, C.P.O.
206,
Morehead State College, Morehead, Kentucky.

MODERN DRY CLEANERS & LAUNDRY
ISO BIO HILL AVE.
Across From the "Colonel"

220 E. IRVINE ST.
Next to "Kroger"

"Clothes Core Centers ii

40

EXTRA BONUS
SHIRT POINTS

40

WITH EACH SHIRT WE LAUNDER — YOU RECEIVE A SHIRT POINT COUPON—SAVE
100 POINTS AND RECEIVE A —

NEW s500 FREE SHIRT
1

WORTH 10 SHIRT
POINTS WITH ANY
CAR COAT OR RAIN
COAT CLEANED
BY MODERN DRY
CLEANERS!

(Limit One Coupon
Per'CXistomer)
Exr. res Marcn" 31, 1964

II

M

WORTH IS SHIRT
POINTS W|TH ANY
DRY CLEANING
ORDER OF
" TOTALING
$2.00 OR MORE!
(Excluding Coupon
X Items Listed)
(Limit One Coupon
Per Customer)
Expires March 31. 1964

II
II

i I

WORTH 15 SHIRT
POINTS WITH ANY
ORDER OF FOUR
PANTS CLEANED
BY MODERN DRY
CLEANERS'.
(Limit One Coupon
Per Customer)
Expires March 31, 1964

sports are swimming, reading,
and naturally, politics.
With
these "free time" pasttlme activities she la becoming well
prepared for an active and
fruitful life in the fields of law
and homemaking.

UMmui.
.
LOIS CAMPBELL

Leaders Of Citizenship Camp

Rooms include Television, Telephones, Air
Conditioning and Room Service.

GIVES YOU:
J One Day Service
J Free Pick-Up and Delivery
Minor Repairs and Battens Fro*

With a smile she adds her
feelings about people In general by saying, "I dislike perfple
without
Snv
common
sense, and eepeciafly know-itall people.
Lols's favorite activities and

Special Scholarships Honor

THE GLYNDON HOTEL

J.

Friday, March 20,-1964

men with special interest in
Government
and
political
science and concern with national problems.
Six scholarships in honor of
Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt, who
served as Honorary Chairman
of the Encampment, for girls
interested in international relations and the United States.
Three scholarships in honor
of Herbert H. Lehman, who
served as a Sponsor of the Encampment,, for youth Interested in political and community
action.
Three scholarships In honor
of Catherine
Porter,
who
served on the Encampment
staff, for youth from the
Philippines with special Interest in education or social
work.
There are also three scholarships awarded annually which
were established in 1983 by
contributions from prominent
citizens to honor Algernon D.
Black, Founder and Education
Director of the Encampment,
for youth Interested In the
fields of civil rights and civil
liberties.
For additional information,
write
to
Commission
on
Rights, 172 Capitol Annex
Building,
Frankfort,
Kentucky, not later tan April 1,
1984. Scholarship applications
will be Judged on the basis of
personal interest, study or
practical experience, and financial needs of applicants.

TIPS
ON
TOGS
By

"LINK"

EASTERN PROGRESS

Audubon Lectures
End Thursday
The final program In the
Audubon Wildlife Film Lecture Series will be presented
Thursday evening at 7:30 p.m.
in Hiram Brock Auditorium.
Featured on the program
will be Eben McMillan, whose
topic will be "Land That I
Love."
The Audubon series is sponsored by the Eastern Biology
Department and the National
Audubon Society and is for
adults who are interested in
the conservation of wild life
and in nature.
In "Land That I Love," the
viewer will become acquainted
with the values of the thin I
covering of the earth known
as the soil; how it was created,
and what it means to us.
He travels back in time to
the day the first pioneer scout
pushed his way through the
dense forests of the East and
gazed upon the boundless grassy prairies of the West that
up to this time had known
only the guidance of nature's
hand.
McMillan is a conservationist who has gathered his
knowledge of nature firsthand,
j and is known as a wise manager of natural resources.
A native of Shandon. California, his ranch iv-a refuge
for the wild creatures in that
area.

Ken-Car
Across from Kroger's

WINDBREAKERS
2.9Y to 5.87
CUT OFFS IN DENIUM

SPECIAL!
SWEET SHOP
BREAKFAST:
2 Strips Bacon, I Egg,
—Every Day —
Toast, Jelly, Coffee
39c

EVERY
WED. - FRI. - SAT.
Vi lb. Hamburger Steak
with French Fries, Slaw
79c

Kunkel's Service Station
T2T0 WEST MAIN

Phone 623-4294

^ales QPlace
GOOD FOOD
E. MAIN ST.

RICHMOND, KY.

DIXIE DRY CLEANERS
Where your clothes receive that
personal touch that only long
experience can give.
Try us and get SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNT.
240 S. SECOND

PHONE 623-1368

TUSSY
SPRING HALF PRICE
DEODORANT SALE!
Tussy Cream
Deodorant
Tussy Stick
Deodorant

$1.00 Jar for 50c
$1.00 Jar for 50c

Friday and Saturday!
Hamburgers and Hash brown
Potatoes.... 35c

OREN L COLLINS
Phone 623-2336

PHARMACIST
Main at 1st

Richmond

Prewitt's Barber Shop
Specialize in Flat Tops

Open 8 A.M. ■ 5:30 P.M.—Mon., TIMS., Thursday
C losed Wed.—Open 8 A.M. ■ 6 P.M. Fri. & Sat.
IN THE NEW RICHMOND HOTEL

CITY TAXI
Veterans Cab
Kentucky Cab
24 Hr. Service

623-1400

FIRST THINGS FIRST—Allow
me to introduce myself, my
name is "Link" and 1 am associated with Maxson's Inc. in
Lexington, Kentucky. Usually
you will find me In the "Kentuckian, or College) Shop," on
the second floor, in this, iriendly and informal room you can
selecte the latest and correct
218 WEST IRVINE STREET
styles for college wear.
IkTHIS COLUMN—will be publyilshed in your school paper
Just Around the Corner from the Court House
weekly, giving tips on new togs
as they appear on the market
or fasnion scene. This so-called
column will be written In a
chatty (non-commercial) way.
Any inquiries about the items
mentioned can be directed to t*.
me In person or by a postcard
(which will be answered
promptly) addressed to me in
care of Maxson's Inc., 125 East
Main Street, Lexington, Ken"The Small Shop with the Big Reputation"
tucky. You will notice over a
period of time that I never mention prices, as I do not believe
In nor practice high-pressure
commercialism. I feel that most
guys resent that sort of Jazz!
LET ME—be a wee-bit commercial In tliis first edition—
o.k.? O.K. — In the "Kentuckian Shop" the following styling
Of threads Is featured. Natural
shouldered Ivy cut salts, the
same carries over Into the
sports coats and blazers. Plain
front trousers and casual slax
are a specialty. All sport and
dress shirts are smartly tapered. Ties are selected witlt the
college man's preference in
mind. The right belts and sox
are featured. Sweat shirts with
your college emblazoned upon.
The extremely popular parkas.
Sharp swim-wear and other
sundries too numerous to list.
Another accomodation Is my
"Formal Wear" rental service.
Now that is the end of all this
sales pitch. Just come In, have
a coke and browse to your
hearts content and see for yourself!
HOFE—to see and meet you
INCOIfOKATID
soon, when ydu visit our establishment, and think I can be of
200 AND 214 WEST MAIN
assistance — Just "Ask for
Link"—and now new readers
CLOTHING — SHOES —.BOYS' WEAR
I have come to the bottom of
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY
the page—and so will say—
So long for Now . . .
LINK

LANTER MOTOR CO.
Specalists in Motor Tune-Up,
Carburetor and Ignition Work,
Also Transmission and
General Repair.
Dial 623-4434

GIRLS!
Don't Wait, Get Your
U. S. KEDS SNEAKERS
Now at JETT & HALL
U. S. Kedr are a Must
For the Beach.
ETT

S BVD
Short Sleeve

Sport Shirts
s
2.98
Solids - Stripes - Madras - And Many MoreBig Selection!
Sites — Sm. - Med. - Large

HOOBED
JACKETS
• Action-Styled to give you
No-Bind Comfort!
m

For
Boys and Girls

PRICED 4M
SEERSUCKER
MADRAS
NYLON
DENIM

to

1 0 98

BOLD STRIPES
PIN STRIPES
PLAIDS
SOLIDS

\LL

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Youi

Money Refunded
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Sixteen Debate

CHECK OUR
COMPLETE ASSORTMENT
OF FLOWERS FOR ALL
YOUR NEEDS.
REBECCA RUTH CANDY
Near Colonel Drive-ln

Ph. 623-4998 - 623-4999

CORNER NORTH SECOND & IRVINE ST.
RICHMOND. KENTUCKY
VERNON "PETE" NOIAND, M&R.

MONDAY. TUESDAY AND
WEDNESDAY

SPECIALS —
MEN'S TROUSERS,
LADIES' SKIRTS

39
MIX OR
MATCH!

Each

Rivers Shoe Shop

Teams In Tourney

KELLY'S FLORIST

iCniiliiMliii' From Page One)
participants will lunch together in the Blue Room of the
Student Union Building from
lli30 to 12:30, with debate resuming at 12:45.
Awards will be presented In
E>lwards
Auditorium at
4
p.m.
The first Pioneer Debate
Tournament, which annually
attracts neighboring state and
Kentucky teams, was held in
the spring of 1962.
The tournament is sponsored by Eastern's Debate Club,
advised by Mrs. Alexander.
Debate Officer-, and
Members
Officers of the club are: Joe
Dunn, president; Jim Bragg,
vice-president;
Diane Crawford, secretary; Carolyn King,
treasurer, and Tom Coffey,
parliamentarian. Members of
the Debate Club who will either debate, keep time, or act at
chairmen arc:
Vic
Hcllard,
Dave Hill, Robert Langley,
Charles Lewis, Jim Reid, Jay
Roberts, Pat Schecter.
Betsy Schwertfeger, Becky
Henneley,
Gordon
Camuel,
Susan Gaude, Kathy DeJarnnette, John Rogers, Jim Hooper, Emmett Moore and Mike
Coffey.
The intercollegiate
debate
topic for 1963-64 is: Resolved,
that the federal government
should guarantee a higher education to all qualified high
school graduates.
Mrs. Alexander invites all
interested
students,
faculty
members, and townspeople, to
attend the debate, but reminds
those who would to please follow the schedule.

$

3 For 1.00

SPECIAL EVERY DAY!
5 SHIRTS LAUNDERED FOR $1.00

PURKEY'S
FOOD
MARKET

open daily 'til

BEST PICTURE
OF THE YEAR!

10 P. M.

Three toed* working in Euri

EUROPEAN
JOBS

Ol MtAltlV

ALEC GUINNESS ANTHONY QUNN JACK HAWKINS
JOSE FERRER ANTHONY OUAYLE ■ OAUOC KAINS • ARTKUfi KtNNEOT— OMAR SHABIf.-Air — i..,., r , PETER OT0OLE . 1AWWNCT
._M

■—— -■-■-■■■ »l^■■

CONTINUOUS SHOWING FRI. • SAT. ■ SUN.
AT 1:00 • 4:40 ■ 8:20 P. M.
STARTS

— FRIDAY! —
You Always Get A

30 to 60%
SAMPLE SHOE CENTER

South 2nd Street
"On Your Way to Town"

CANFIELD MOTORS
OLDSMOBILE
EASTERN RETAINS STATE SWIM
TROPHY . . . President Martin receives the
winners trophy of the Kentucky Intercollegiate
swimming and diving championships won last
weekend by the Maroons for the second con-

Increased life expectancy, (3)
economic problems, (4) undera greater Kentucky."
developed nations, and (5) an
Speaking on the topic "Roles
of Higher Education in Ameri- explosion of knowledge, he said.
In thi» complex society,
ca," Dr. Oswald said that 160
years ago higher education was where individual differences are
patterned after the European being subdued to conformity,
universities, and followed the education has to be aware of
traditional roles of (1) liberal
education for the privllegefl the needs of individuals in sofew, (2) preparation for higher ciety.
These changes present the
professions, and (3) communproblems that colleges must
ity of scholars.
face — "What is best for our
Challenge Of Times Met
people?"
Continuing, he said, "ApproxBy 1966 only two per cent
imately 100 years ago, higher of all Jobs will be classified
education In America met the as unskilled, and those persons
challenge of the times by pre*- doing unskilled jobs will conviding education for the en- stantly have to re-educate
lightened public regardless of themselves for the changing
background; accepting the re- times.
sponsibility for training In les"How can higher education
ser professions, such as engineering; agriculture, and teach- keep abreast of these changer training; developing research es?" he asked.
Colleges and u n 1 v e r sities
for the betterment of mankind,
and introducing the concept of must embark upon self-studies
and do the things that should
service.
,
"These four areas are the be done — if necessary do
traditional roles in American away with tradition. They must
education," he said. "But Amer- accept the challenge of an enican colleges and universities lightened citizenry by providtoday must be prepared to look ing a broad liberal arts educaat themselves and see If the tion, and they must expand
traditional ways are meeting their areas of service. More
and more universities and colthe needs of society.
leges will be called upon to
"Our activity changing rate provide services in urban probis markedly going forward and lems aa they did in rural areas
putting serious demands on so- 100 years ago.
ciety and a great uneveness of
"However," Dr. Oswald said,
change," he stated.
"Higher education must pre"There have been unbelieva- serve an ideal of 100 years ago.
ble strides in technology, but The college or university must
there have not been equal remain a place to look at the
strides in man understanding unpopular, criticize society, and
man."
look back in order to provide
Technological changes have the leadership and to remain
brought about great problems— free to provide services for this
(1) population explosion, (2} era of greatest change."

15% DISCOUNT

Richmond, Ky.

A FEW WE WILL MENTION ARE:

/ I. Miller
j/ Fiancees
j/ Paradise Kittens
/ Life Stride
(/ Match Maker
/ Breezies
I'' Band Box
And oilier Name Brand Shoes tha? cannot
be mentioned.
FOR BOYS WE HAVE 20-GRAND Sriyo—CROWN MASTER
Many Other Nome Brands!

SAMPLE SHOE CENTER
On East Main Street — Near Kroger's

CENTRAL MUSIC CO.
We have a complete stock of all
the latest top hit 45 and 78 records
DOUGLAS U TREADWAY

Treadway Made
Week's Cadet
Cadet Douglas L. Treadway,
freshman
from
Aahtabula,
Ohio, has been selected this
week's Cadet of the Week.
A graduate of Ashlubula
High School in Ashtabula,
Ohio, Treadway is a political
science and history major.
He is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Russell R. Treadway also
of Ashtabula.
He is a member of the
Pershing Rifles,
and Is a
dormitory counselor at Sullivan Hall.
Although Treadway has not
as yet made any definite future plans, he feele that he
would like to obtain an Army
commission or perhaps find
work in the diplomatic service.

•
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Pistol Match

Sample Shoe Center
Richmond's Largest Shoe Store
WHY PAY
MORE

Featuring ,

WE SELL FOR
LESS

Name Brand Shoes
30%-60% Savings
Mon. - Fri.—8:30 to 5:30

Sat.—8:30 to 8:30

RICHMOND
OFFICE EQUIPMENT

Closing Date, Thursday, Mar. 26th,
Copped By PR's
1964, at 12:00 Noon.

The newly-formed P-R pistol
team this week announced that
it had placed fourth in the
Rocky Mountain Invitational
Postal Pistol Match.
Company R-l's marksmen
fired the match in late January
and then submitted the targets to the sponsoring regiment. The team was under the
leadership of Robert Cornett.
Other members were: James
Wilson; Don Estes; Jim Reece;
Ralph Klaber; Charles Sutton;
and Mike Sutton.
Cornett said that both the
rifle and pistol teams will engage in several other events
this year. The P-R's have been
ranked in the top five nationally for the past three years.

TURN IN YOUR EMPTY PACKS TO
THE PROGRESS 6FFIGE BETWEEN
10:00 A.M. AND 12 00 NOON.
No Entries wHl be accepted after
official closing time.

* MARLBORO •PARLIAMENT •ALPINE
PHILIP MORRIS •PAXTON

"School and Office Supplies"
South Third Street

Richmond, Ky.

Phone 623-4365

BY PRESENTING YOUR COLLEGE I.D. AT
OUR STORE.

We Carry Ncme Brand Shoes!

Phone 623-4010

(Continued From I'age 1)

STOCKTON'S
DRUGS
Main Street,

All Makes Serviced
Across From Krogers

Dr. Oswald Tells Eastern Faculty

The trend among students
is to work in Europe during
the summer. Thousands of
jobs (e.g. resort, lifeguarding and office work) and
travel grants are available
to every registered student.
Some wages are as high as
$400 a month. For a complete prospectus, job and
travel grant applications, a
$1 AS IS book coupon and
handling and airmail
charges send $1 to Dept. M,
American Student Information Service, 22 Aye. de la
Liberte, Luxembourg City,
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg.

BUT FROM NOW UNTIL EASTER. YOU CAN
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF AN EXTRA

secutive year. Making the presentation at the
Wednesday assembly program are, from left,
Coach Donald Combs, co-captain Jim Mitchell,
Frankfort, and Tom Baechle, Cincinnati. TOe
r-i8tern Eels compiled a 9-2 season record and
broke every team and pool record this year.

STATE BANK AND
TRUST COMPANY

Eastern
Students
and
Faculty

Richmond, Kentucky

"Figure on banking with us'

"See us for your
Drug Needs"

2 Convenient Locations —
MAIN STREET & BIG HILL AVENUE

—

HOME

OF

(COL SANDERS RECIPE)

KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN
DINNER MUSIC BY TIBBS TERRILL - 5:30 to 8:30 NIGHTLY

NORTH AMERICA'S
HOSPITALITY DISH

COLONEL DRIVE IN

NOTICE SENIORS

Orders for Class Rings to be delivered by
Graduation muilLw In Ly-ApriKl.
.
Your Balfour Representative will be in'the
BOOKSTORE Wednesday, March 5 from 12 to

—

4P.M.to take orders.
^
'
He wiN have a *zz^t£s !:r.o of Samples
Come in and see him at the

COLLEGE BOOK STORE
< •

-..!*.-

^^^^m
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